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Abstract: Understanding the constraints on light-use efficiency (LUE) induced by high 

evaporative water demand (vapor-pressure deficit; VPD) and soil water stress (soil moisture 

content; SMC) is crucial for understanding and simulating vegetation productivity, particularly 

in the arid and semi-arid regions. However, the relative impacts of VPD and SMC on LUE are 

unclear, as we lack a mechanistic understanding of impacts and their interactions. In this study, 

we quantified the relative roles of VPD and SMC in limiting LUE and analyzed the interactions 

among VPD, SMC, and LUE using data from CO2 and water flux stations and weather stations 

along a climatic gradient in the Heihe River Basin, China. We found a threshold of VPD 

constraint on LUE; above the threshold, LUE decreased at only 3.6% to 23.1% of the rate below 

the threshold. As SMC decreased, however, the VPD threshold increased, and the reduction of 

LUE caused by VPD decreased significantly, which is more than half of that in moister regions. 

Therefore, both VPD and SMC played essential roles in LUE limitation caused by water stress. 

A threshold also existed for heat flux and the correlation between SMC and LUE; the strength 

of the correlation first decreased and then increased with increasing VPD. Our results clarified 
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the relative impacts of VPD and SMC on LUE, and can improve simulation and prediction of 

plant productivity. 

Keywords: VPD, SMC, LUE, threshold, carbon simulation uncertainty, dryland 

 

1. Introduction 

Atmospheric water demand, which is defined by the vapor-pressure deficit (VPD), and 

soil water supply (soil moisture content; SMC) together determine the level of plant water stress, 

and strongly affects photosynthesis. Light use efficiency (LUE), defined as the ratio of 

productivity and intercepted radiation (Monteith et al., 1977), tightly couples with plant 

transpiration and stomatal conductance (Novick et al., 2016). Stomatal conductance directly 

responds to rising VPD (Fletcher et al., 2007). High levels of VPD decrease stomatal 

conductance (Grossiord et al., 2020) and lead to reduction of LUE (Wu et al., 2013). SMC is 

the direct source of available water for plants to maintain photosynthesis (Trugman et al., 2018) 

and insufficient SMC can decrease photosynthesis (Bartlett et al., 2016). Water stress can 

decrease the conductance of stem and stoma,  resulting in significant decrease in photosynthesis 

(Mccarter and Price, 2014; Taylor et al., 2016). Overall, both VPD and SMC strongly affect 

plants LUE and carbon budget (Rigden et al., 2020). VPD and SMC change significantly over 

time in response to changes in temperature and precipitation (Stocker et al., 2013). VPD will 

significantly increase with rising temperatures (McDowell and Allen, 2015; Yuan et al., 2019). 

However, the response of SMC to climate change is uncertain, since some regions will 

experience increased precipitation and others will experience decreased precipitation (Stocker 

et al., 2013). The different trajectories of VPD and SMC require a better understanding of VPD 

and SMC controls on plant water stress under climate change. Thus, studying the effects of VPD 

and SMC on LUE is necessary to support simulation and prediction of future plant productivity. 

The relative importance of VPD and SMC in the regulation of photosynthesis remain 
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unclear, leading to large uncertainty in productivity simulations (Stocker et al., 2019; Yuan et 

al., 2014). Some studies have found that increasing VPD can significantly decrease vegetation 

productivity by causing declines in carbon uptake and plant growth (Novick et al., 2016, Yuan 

et al., 2019). However, SMC constraint on LUE indicated that SMC was so important that would 

cause 40% reduction of LUE (Stocker et al., 2018). Effect of SMC on photosynthesis would 

further increase after decoupling VPD and SMC, whereas constraint of VPD decreased (Liu et 

al., 2020). On the other hand, both VPD and SMC are essential for simulation of crop yield. 

Accounting for only VPD would lead to overestimate of the yield loss caused by water stress 

by a factor of two (Rigden et al., 2020). 

Both VPD and SMC play important roles in plant water stress but through different 

mechanisms: VPD affects water demand whereas SMC affects water supply (Hsiao et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, there is inherent correlation between VPD and SMC, so the two factors interact to 

determine plant water status, which regulates LUE (Novick et al., 2016). Thus, disagreement 

over their relative importance may result from different perspectives on how VPD and SMC 

affect LUE and how VPD interacts with SMC. The relative magnitudes of the impacts of SMC 

and VPD on photosynthesis and the associated mechanisms remain unclear (Liu et al., 2020; 

Seneviratne et al., 2010). It is therefore necessary to study how VPD and SMC constrain LUE, 

particularly at a regional-scale. Accounting for these constraints in regional scale would 

decrease the uncertainty caused by other factors, such as difference in N deposition and soil 

texture in different regions (Lanning et al., 2019). 

To provide insights into these factors, we performed a study in the Heihe River Basin in 

China, where heat and CO2 fluxes are measured and weather stations have been established 

along a climate gradient. This paper aims to understand the relative impacts of VPD and SMC 

on LUE, thereby providing an improved basis for simulating and predicting vegetation 

productivity. Specifically, we studied the interaction between VPD, SMC and LUE to clarify 
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(1) the relative constraining effect of VPD and SMC, and (2) the process of constraining by 

VPD and SMC. 

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Study area 

The Heihe River Basin covers an 821-km length of rivers in an area of 1.429 × 105 km2, 

and it is the second largest inland river basin in China (Figure 1). There is strong climatic 

variation within the basin because of its large size. The mean annual precipitation (MAP) ranges 

from 36 to 444 mm and decreases from south to north.  In the upper basin, which covers 1.001 

× 104 km2, MAP is more than 350 mm. The middle reaches cover 3.388 × 104 km2, with MAP 

of 50 to 250 mm. In the lower reaches, however, MAP is <50 mm (Wang et al., 2019). In 2015, 

the HiWATER eco-hydrological observation network was set up in the basin to monitor eco-

hydrological processes in the different climate zones (Song, 2019). Eco-hydrological 

observations include greenhouse gas fluxes and meteorological measurements using the eddy 

covariance (EC) towers in the Heihe River Basin (Li et al., 2013). 

We used field observations from five stations, covering lower to upper reaches. These 

stations were installed along the climatic gradient at Huyang, Hunhe, Sidaoqiao, Daman, and 

Arou within the Heihe River Basin (Figure 1 and Table 1). Fluxes data of CO2, water, and heat 

were automatically collected by an open-path, infrared gas analyzer (Li-7500, LiCor Inc., USA) 

and a three-dimensional sonic anemometer (CSAT3, Campbell Inc., USA) (Liu et al., 2011). 

Five automatic weather stations (AWS) were established to measure air temperatures and 

humidity (HMP45C,Vaisala), solar radiation (PSP, Eppley and PIP, Eppley), as well as soil 

temperature (HFP01, Hukeflu), soil heat flux (HFT3, Campbell), and SMC (CS616, Campbell 

Inc., USA) from 4 cm soil layers. Data was recorded by a data logger (CR5000, Campbell 

Scientific Inc.) at a frequency of 10 Hz for all the stations.  
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VPD and SMC are coupled at monthly and annual scales but tend to be decoupled at a 

daily scale (Liu et al., 2020; Novick et al., 2016). In this study, half-hour data was used to 

separate the effects of VPD and SMC. Half-hour data with high quality of interpolation was 

selected for analysis including observations in 2013 for Arou, 2015 for Huyang, 2016 for 

Daman and Sidaoqiao, and 2017 for Hunhe. In our analyses, we only used data collected from 

July because July is the peak growing season and the variation magnitude of environmental 

factors are relatively small. In addition, we filtered the data and only included the ones with 

PAR ranging between 500 and 1500 μmol/m2 to eliminate periods with strong solar radiation, 

which constrained LUE (Cleverly et al., 2020; Novick et al., 2016). The SMC constraint on 

LUE was indicated by comparing the effect of SMC under different water conditions.  

 

2.2. Flux data quality control, filling, and partitioning 

 Firstly, 10 Hz data of heat and CO2 flux were processed by EdiRe software 

(https://www.campbellsci.com/) to obtain half-hour data. Processing included despiking, 

coordinate rotation, time lag correction, frequency response correction and Webb–Pearman–

Leuning calibration (WPL) (Yu et al., 2006). Secondly, we eliminated the CO2, water, and heat 

flux data with low quality. Considering steady state and integral turbulence, the flux data of 

CO2, water and energy was classified by different quality level according to quality assessment 

and control (QA/QC) (Isaac et al., 2017), and we only selected flux data with high quality. Data 

would be screened if there were precipitation and if the equipment malfunctioned. The data 

measured at low value of u* were also excluded. The threshold was 0.1m/s in Arou, 0.2 m/s in 

Daman, 0.1m/s in Hunhe, and 0.15 m/s in Huyang (Mei et al., 2018). After removing errors and 

low-quality data, we used the non-liner function methods of Michaelis–Menten (Equation 1) 

(Falge et al., 2001) and Lloyd-Taylor (Equation 2) (Ahmed et al., 2017) to interpolate missing 

values (Biederman et al., 2017). The missing values were interpolated by nonlinear fitting, from 
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which α (initial quantum yield), Pmax(maximum photosynthetic rate), a, and b were derived. 

We calculated the R2 of the fitting to assess the quality of interpolation (Falge et al., 2001). R2 

ranged from 0.58 to 0.76 (Table S1). Thus, the interpolation quality was adequate for further 

analysis. 

 

max

max

PAR PNEE
PAR P

α
α
× ×

= −
× +  (1) 

where NEE, α, PAR, Pmax represent net ecosystem exchange, initial quantum yield, 

photosynthetically active radiation, and the maximum photosynthetic rate, respectively;  

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑎𝑎 × 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏                                                               (2) 

where a and b are constants, and Reco and Ts represent ecosystem respiration and the soil 

temperature at a depth 5 cm, respectively. We then calculated GPP following Fei et al., (2019) 

: 

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁                                                     (3) 

There are different definitions of LUE (either the ratio of GPP to absorption of 

photosynthetically active radiation (APAR) or the ratio of GPP to photosynthetically active 

radiation (PAR)). In this study, ecological LUE was used to represent ecosystem LUE, which 

was defined as  (Fei et al., 2019):  

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑁𝑁 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

                                                               (4) 

VPD was calculated  with the following equation (Venturinip et al., 2011):  

𝑉𝑉𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉 = 0.61078 × 𝑅𝑅
117.27×𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+237.3 × (1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)                             (5) 

where Ta and RH represents air temperature and relative humidity, respectively. 

 

2.3. Analysis methods 

We analyzed the effect of SMC on LUE with different soil moisture conditions in four sites 

as well as one site with significantly variable soil moisture dynamics. We used two methods 

aiming to strengthen the robustness of our analyses of the impact of VPD and SMC on LUE. 
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We firstly divided VPD data of each site by method of data box (Liu et al., 2020). The VPD 

data was divided into 10 to 15 bins according to the range of VPD in different sites. SMC of 

four sites ranged from 30 to 40% at Daman, 20 to 30% at Sidaoqiao, 10 to 20% at Hunhe, and 

0 to 10% at Huyang. We used the natural range of SMC at each of the four sites and used the 

four sites together to evaluate the effect of SMC constraint on LUE under different soil moisture 

conditions. Arou was a relatively moist site with SMC ranging from 10-50%. As such, we 

selected Arou as a single site to analyze the SMC constraint on LUE under different soil 

moisture conditions. The data of SMC in Arou was similarly divided into bins of 40-50%, 30-

40%, 20-30%, 10-20%.  

The piecewise linear regression was used to analyze the relationships between VPD and 

LUE. Piecewise linear regression firstly examined whether a break point (threshold) existed in 

the regression line. Then a linear regression was fitted below and above the threshold. We 

further examined how the effect of SMC on LUE varied under different SMC. The Pearson’s r 

between LUE and SMC was also calculated. We analyzed the changes of Pearson’s r with 

increasing VPD to evaluate the interaction of VPD, SMC, and LUE. 

We identified the maximum LUE value when VPD is near zero without VPD constraint. 

We also identified the LUE value when VPD was near the threshold, exceeding which the LUE 

would not significantly decrease. This LUE value was considered the minimum LUE value 

constrained by VPD. The difference of maximum and minimum LUE constrained by VPD was 

considered the reduction of LUE(fLUE) constrained by VPD. Therefore, we consider the 

remaining LUE (rLUE) was not significantly affected by VPD. All statistical analyses were 

performed in Python (https://www.python.org/), and graphs were made using Origin 2017 

(https://www.originlab.com/). 

 

3. Results 
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3.1. Threshold for the constraint of LUE by VPD 

The relationship between VPD and LUE showed a threshold at all sites (Figure 2). When 

VPD was below the threshold, LUE decreased rapidly, with a decreasing ratio of 2.0 × 10–4 to 

2.2 × 10–3 gC μmol photon kPa−1, but when VPD was above the threshold, the decreasing ratio 

reduced to between 4.0 × 10–6 and 3.0 × 10–4 gC μmol photon kPa−1. This represents a decrease 

of 86.4% to 98.0% compared with the value below the threshold; that is, the constraint effect 

was small when VPD exceeds the threshold. Further, a threshold also existed under different 

SMC conditions at one single site (Figure 3) for all four ranges of SMC. When VPD exceeds 

the threshold, the slope of the VPD-LUE relationship decreased by 77.3% to 93.3%. 

 

3.2. Effect of SMC on the threshold 

We analyzed changes in the VPD threshold in response to changes in SMC to evaluate the 

relative impacts of SMC on LUE (Figure 3). The threshold differed significantly between the 

different SMC regimes, with VPD values of 0.9 kPa at SMC ranging from 30% to 40%, 1.0 kPa 

at SMC ranging from 20% to 30%, and 1.8 kPa at SMC ranging from 10% to 20%, 2.5 kPa at 

SMC ranging from 0% to 10%. That is, the VPD threshold increased with decreasing SMC. 

Moreover, the reduction of LUE caused by VPD alone (fLUE) also changed with SMC 

(Figure 4). fLUE increased with increasing SMC, with fLUE of 49.4% to 50.1% in the moister 

region (Daman and Sidaoqiao) and only 17.3% to 19.1% in the more arid region (Hunhe and 

Huyang). In contrast, rLUE increased with decreasing SMC, with the largest values in the two 

drier regions. 

 

3.3 Interactions among VPD, SMC, and LUE 

We calculated Pearson’s r between SMC and LUE, and analyzed how r changed with 

increasing VPD to clarify the interactions among VPD, SMC, and LUE (Figure 5). The 
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correlation weakened with increasing VPD until it reached a threshold, then increased 

thereafter. When VPD was below the threshold, the absolute value of r decreased, sometimes 

to 0, with increasing VPD. Therefore, the effect of SMC on LUE decreased with increasing 

VPD when VPD was below the threshold. However, when VPD exceeds a threshold, the 

absolute value of r increased with increasing VPD, indicating that the importance of SMC 

increased with decreasing VPD. 

The soil heat fluxes and soil temperature also showed pronounced changes in response to 

VPD (Figure 6). With increasing VPD, all soil heat fluxes and soil temperature increased 

abruptly, indicating the existence of a threshold, whereas AET decreased with increasing VPD 

(Figure S1). 

 

4. Discussion 

Previous studies have emphasized the constraint of LUE by either VPD (Yuan et al., 2019) 

or SMC (Stocker et al., 2018), but our results demonstrate that both factors play essential roles 

in how water stress limits LUE, and that their relative importance differs at different levels of 

water stress.  

 

4.1. Role of VPD in constraining LUE 

The rate of VPD induced LUE reduction decreased greatly, by 86.4% to 98.0%, when VPD 

crossed a threshold, which existed both for multiple sites with different water moisture regimes 

and for one site with different water conditions (Figure 4). Moreover, soil heat fluxes and 

temperature increased abruptly with rising VPD, whereas AET decreased simultaneously 

(Figure S1). According to an empirical model of the relationship between VPD and LUE (Oren 

et al., 1999), the rate of stomatal decrease would slow when VPD increased beyond a large 

value (Novick et al., 2016). Hence, the rate of LUE decrease would decrease significantly above 
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a threshold (Fletcher et al., 2007). With the reduction of stomatal conductance, AET and the 

cooling effect from this water loss would decrease. As a result, soil temperature increased when 

VPD increases above a threshold (Forzieri et al., 2020). The abrupt change of soil heat flux and 

AET further supported the existence of a threshold, indicating that the exchanges of water and 

heat between soil, plant and atmosphere also changed near the threshold. The strength of the 

correlation (|r|) between SMC and LUE decreased greatly with rising VPD when VPD was 

below the threshold but increased with rising VPD when VPD exceeded the threshold (Figure 

5). The variation of Pearson’s r indicates that SMC constraint on LUE decreased with rising 

VPD below the threshold, which resulted from initial control of VPD on AET and LUE. 

However, SMC constraint on LUE increased with rising VPD when VPD was above the 

threshold because of vegetation water stress and the decrease of VPD constraint on LUE. 

Therefore, the variation of Pearson’s r could also support the dynamic VPD constraint on LUE. 

Our results indicate different linear relationships between VPD and LUE blow and above 

the threshold. The rate of change in LUE above the threshold was less than 25% of the rate 

below the threshold, and as low as 2% of that rate. The strength of the correlation (|r|) between 

SMC and LUE decreased greatly with rising VPD below the threshold. Therefore, VPD had the 

strongest effect on LUE when VPD was below the threshold. The effect of VPD on stomatal 

conductance and LUE was greater when VPD was below the threshold, which agrees with an 

empirical formula developed for stomatal conductance (Oren et al., 1999). On the other hand, 

the constraint of LUE by VPD would be overestimated if all high VPD levels were used to 

represent water limitation, as there is no continuous significant decrease of LUE when VPD 

exceeds a threshold. The overestimation of VPD constraint was also present in a previous yield 

loss simulation, in which the crop yield reduction caused by VPD constraint of LUE was 

overestimated by a factor of two, mainly as a result of the failure to capture the slower decrease 

of LUE when VPD is above a threshold (Rigden et al., 2020). VPD limits photosynthesis by 
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decreasing stomatal conductance, but this limitation will not significantly reduce 

photosynthesis after a high VPD is reached (Grossiord et al., 2020). Thus, reduction of LUE 

caused by VPD constraint decreases above the threshold. 

 

4.2. Role of SMC in constraint of LUE 

The reduction of LUE decreased greatly with decreasing SMC, which also indicates a 

difference in the constraint of LUE by SMC and VPD.  The relationship between SMC and LUE 

showed a turning point with rising VPD. The absolute value of r between SMC and LUE first 

decreased with increasing VPD and then increased above the threshold. Pearson's r between 

SMC and LUE could indicate the strength of SMC effect on LUE. Thus, the relative importance 

of SMC increased and the effect of SMC on LUE was stronger when VPD was above the 

threshold. Initially, rising VPD would significantly decrease AET by reducing stomatal 

conductance when VPD was below the threshold (Novick et al., 2016). AET and heat exchange 

therefore changed with increasing VPD (Figure 6, Figure S1). Consequently, the consumption 

of SMC initially decreases owing to decreasing AET (Anderegg and Venturas, 2020), which 

would weaken the relationship between SMC and LUE. However, with VPD continuing to 

increase, available water would decrease, leading to increasing water stress (Grossiord et al., 

2020). Therefore, SMC, which represents the direct source of water available to the plant, would 

be essential for maintenance of photosynthesis and other processes as VPD continues to 

increase (Trugman et al., 2018). Under these circumstances, SMC becomes vital to maintaining 

photosynthesis. In the two driest regions (Hunhe and Huyang), the lower threshold for VPD 

(based on |r| in Figure 5) also supports this hypothesis. The lower threshold indicated that SMC 

was more important at Hunhe and Huyang owing to their lower SMC, which made 

photosynthesis more depend on the direct water resource represented by SMC. 

With SMC decreasing, the threshold of VPD constraint for LUE become larger, further 
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reduction of LUE created by VPD decreased, with a reduction of VPD contribution to the total 

constraint to 49.4% to 50.1% in moister region and a reduction of VPD constraint to only 17.3% 

to 19.1% in more arid region (Figure 4). Therefore, VPD constraint of LUE was more important 

in moister regions, whereas SMC was more important in more arid regions. Hence, the different 

importance of VPD and SMC in limiting LUE may have resulted from different water regimes. 

Reduction of LUE by VPD constraint was larger in more humid regions, thus, VPD would play 

the dominant role in limiting LUE in such regions (Novick et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, the reduction of LUE by SMC constraint was larger in drier regions, SMC would 

play the dominant role in limiting LUE in such regions (L. Liu et al., 2020; Stocker et al., 2018). 

A previous study also suggested that both VPD and SMC are important in the constraint of LUE 

(Rigden et al., 2020). SMC determined the range of the reduction, but the constraint effect of 

VPD was stronger than SMC when VPD was below the threshold. Consequently, considering 

only VPD or SMC would result in considerable errors in simulating photosynthesis (Rigden et 

al., 2020). 

 

4.3. Implications for carbon cycle simulation 

The relative constraints caused by VPD and SMC varied with decreasing SMC (Figure 4), 

indicating that variation of SMC would change the relationships among VPD, SMC, and LUE. 

These changes would regulate the vegetation responses to water stress, thereby changing 

photosynthesis and the carbon cycle in arid and semi-arid regions (Rogers et al., 2017; Stocker 

et al., 2019). The precipitation in arid regions fluctuates greatly, causing high variation of SMC. 

This exacerbates the impacts of water stress because photosynthesis of plants in arid regions 

can be more sensitive to changes in water availability (Gonsamo et al., 2019). Consequently, 

the relationships among VPD, SMC, and LUE will change frequently in response to a large 

variation of SMC (Stocker et al., 2019). This will lead to high uncertainty in simulation of the 
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carbon cycle in arid ecosystems. Specifically, as water conditions change, the threshold and 

reduction for VPD constraint of LUE will change, but it is essential to account for these changes 

to reduce the uncertainty in simulations of the carbon cycle in arid regions (Trugman et al., 

2018; Zhang et al., 2018). We analyzed how LUE changed with different VPD and SMC in five 

sites. However, biotic processes and characters are critical for vegetation photosynthesis. LUE 

would significantly vary with vegetation type, indicating that vegetation type significantly 

affects LUE (Fei et al., 2019). For example, LUE in cropland was different from grassland and 

forest,  which resulted from management practices (Allen et al., 2005).  

5. Conclusion 

Our study revealed that both VPD and SMC played important roles in how water 

limitations (i.e., an imbalance between water demand, represented by VPD, and supply, 

represented by SMC) constrained LUE. We found clear evidence for a threshold for constraint 

of LUE by VPD. The rate of LUE reduction at VPD above the threshold was only 3.6% to 23.1% 

of that below the threshold. Furthermore, the threshold and the magnitude of the reduction of 

LUE above that threshold were affected by SMC. The VPD threshold increased with decreasing 

SMC. With decreasing SMC at different sites, the reduction of VPD constraint decreased, with 

VPD contribution of 49.4% to 50.1% of the total at moister sites, but decreasing to 17.3% to 

19.1% in more arid regions. Consequently, VPD had a more important effect on LUE in moister 

regions, whereas SMC became more important in more arid regions. The interactions among 

VPD, SMC, and LUE and soil heat flux also support the relative strengths of the constraint of 

LUE created by VPD and SMC. The strength of the correlation between SMC and LUE 

decreased below the threshold, then increased again above it, whereas soil temperature and heat 

flux increased with increasing VPD, which resulted in the changes in the relative roles of VPD 

and SMC. 

This study was conducted in arid and semi-arid region to analyze the constraint process of 
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VPD and SMC, aiming to quantify the relative role of VPD and SMC in water limitation on 

LUE. However, the constraint process in moisture region may differ from that in arid and semi-

arid region. To illustrate the water limitation process, therefore, mechanistic understanding of 

constraint of VPD and SMC are needed in moist region to clarify the interaction process among 

VPD, SMC, and LUE, which may differ in moist regions and drylands. 
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Table 1. Locations and climate data of the study sites used in this study. 

Site Longitude (°N) Latitude (°E) MAT (°C) MAP (mm) 

Arou 38.0473 100.4643 −0.29 444.7 

Daman 38.85551 100.3722 6.93 135.7 

Sidaoqiao 42.0012 101.1374 10.06 37.13 

Hunhe 41.9903 101.1335 10.04 35.53 

Huyang 41.9928 101.1236 10.33 26.00 

MAT, mean annual temperature; MAP, mean annual precipitation. 

 

Appendix: Figure S1 and Table S1 
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Figure S1. Response of actual evapotranspiration (AET) and soil moisture content (SMC) to 

rising vapor-pressure deficit (VPD).  

 

Table S1. Predicted vs. observed net ecosystem exchange (NEE) at the five study sites. 

 Arou Daman Sidaoqiao Hunhe Huyang 

R2 0.6230 0.7625 0.6242 0.5878 0.7624 

n 515 368 1149 1006 1093 

 


